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Technique

3. Technique Basics Using Scales 
Part 1: Mechanics

1. Do you have any issues or struggles with your left hand technique? 

- What kind of things have you been taught about the left hand? What have you learned from your own 
experience? 

2. Do you have any issues or struggles with your right hand technique? 

- What kind of things have you been taught about the right hand? What have you learned from your own 
experience? 

3. Do you practice scales? 

- If so, how and why do you practice them?  

4. Do you practice musical skills as part of your technical work? 

- Do you have ways for practicing dynamics, articulation, tone color, etc?



  Mechanics and Posture

The Four Muscle Groups 

There are four main muscle groups or movements to be aware of.  

Controlling each one is very important for developing a effective left hand technique.  

1. Flexors (down) 
2. Extensors (up) 
3. Abductors (out) 
4. Adductors (in) 

You want to only use the muscle groups that are necessary for whatever you’re playing. 

Practice the scales and focus on controlling your four muscle groups

Flexors Extensors

Abductors Adductors



 

Hand Shape 

You want your hand to be held in a shape that puts it in a strong position.  

What position of the hand gives us the strongest position?  

Imagine yourself grabbing something like a small ball or door handle. Your hand should form into a semi-
closed fist shape. 

Why is this the most effective position for the hand? 

It’s simple: It connects your fingers to your hand and your hand to your arm.  
- This gives your fingers access to the best reserve of strength: your arm 

Imagine pushing something with your finger compared to pushing something with your arm. 

Practice the scales and focus on retaining the ideal hand shape



 

The Arm Guides the Hand 

We often exert too much energy with our left hand, resulting in fatigue and strain in the fingers.  

This is because we don’t actually want our fingers to work hard. Instead, our arm can guide the hand to where 
it needs to go, bringing the fingers into position without effort or strain. 

Keep your hand and fingers as neutral as possible and move them to their desired position using the 
arm. 

- This applies especially well to horizontal and vertical shifts 

Practice scales and guide your hand using your arm

Vertical Shifting Horizontal Shifting



 

Weight and Pressure 

Weight: As well as the hand guiding the arm, you can also focus on using the weight of the arm to fret the notes. 
Guitarists often tend to squeeze their left hand, forcefully pushing the thumb on the back of the neck. 

Using your arm weight stops you from clamping or squeezing your left hand. One great way to encourage this 
change is to practice without your left hand thumb. 

Pressure: Even when using the weight of the arm, we can still optimize the amount of pressure we use to fret 
notes.  

- Place your left hand fingertip as close to its required fret as possible. That is where the minimum pressure is 
required to make a note clear. 

- Start by placing your finger on the string without putting any pressure on (almost as if you were playing a 
harmonic with the left hand.) Pluck the string and no pitch should result. Gradually add pressure until the 
note is clear 

- Do the above again, but instead of gradually adding pressure, play for a while with no pressure and then 
switch instantly to normal pressure. I call this method of practicing “light touch” 

Practice scales without your thumb on the neck and focus on using the weight of your arm

Practice scales with light touch and get your fingers feeling as light and relaxed as possible



 

Quiet Shifting  

Ensure your fingers don’t scrape on the bass strings when you shift. Just listening can help you enhance this - 
you want to minimize the squeaks as much as possible.  

Lifting your fingers off of the strings before you shift is the key, but you need to time it well so that the note isn’t 
cut short. You can also relax the finger/s and hand while it/they are lifted. 

Shift everything as a unit: Ensure that your arm, thumb, hand and fingers all move together as a unit when you 
shift horizontally or vertically.  

If one or more of those elements move at a different time, your technique will be inefficient and displaced.

Practice scales with a special focus on quiet shifting



 

Right Hand Movement 

Just as the arm guides the left hand to where it needs to go, so can the right arm do the same.  

Guiding the right hand with the arm is important for two main reasons: 

1) It brings your fingers into a stronger position by connecting them to the hand and thus arm 
2) It keeps your tone more consistent 

A note about point 2: the treble strings and bass strings are different in thickness. Therefore, creating a consistent tone 
across the strings requires a rotation of the hand.  

- When we play the first string, our wrist should be straight and rounded to produce a full tone.  
- When we play the sixth string, our wrist should be angled slightly to produce a clear tone.

Practice scales and focus on your right hand movement and tone.



 

Free-Stroke and Rest-Stroke 

Scales make a great opportunity for practicing the two strokes.  

One of the biggest misconceptions about these strokes is that they’re supposed to look and sound identical. 

Why would we bother having two strokes if they looked and sounded identical?! 

It’s the contrast that we should desire and therefore strive towards.

A free-stroke should sound lighter and brighter than a rest-stroke. 

A rest-stroke should sound weightier and warmer than a free-stroke. 

The two strokes require different hand positions in order to execute effectively: 

Free-stroke: requires a slightly arched wrist with knuckles directly over the fingertips. Fingers should be curved. 
Rest-stroke: requires a flatter wrist with knuckles angled back. Fingers should be slightly straightened out.

It’s crucial to not only gain control of the individual strokes, but to control swapping from one to 
the other.

Practice scales and alternate between free-stroke and rest-stroke. Strive to see and hear contrast 
between the two strokes. 

Free-stroke: knuckles over fingertips Rest-stroke: knuckles behind fingertips



 

Tone and Dynamics  

Along with technique, we can also practice our musicality when playing scales.  

One of the most influential (but now obscure) guitarists of the 19th century left us some great information to use. 
In her ‘Guitar School’, Mme. Sidney Pratten provided a diagram of the plucking region.
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4) Emphasis

“(An) essential manner of  exercising the fingers, consists in our being able to give at will a peculiar emphasis to any note 
by means of  any individual finger. 
This emphasis may be extremely slight, scarcely perceptible: but it may also be mezza voce, forte, and ff, while all the 
other fingers continue to play piano (guitar).”  - (pg. 4)

We can practice this on the guitar by playing scales with all of  our right hand fingers (p-i-m-a-c-a-m-i) and 
emphasizing a chosen finger once per iteration. Do this by giving the chosen a finger a gentle accent, making it 
slightly louder than the other notes. 

5) Tone Colour

Now we will draw information from Sidney Pratten’s wonderful Guitar School (London, c. 1859). 

Sidney Pratten provides a diagram of  the guitar’s plucking region (page 44), indicating five different places to pluck 
that are marked as such:

Example A - Very close to the bridge: “When a hard or powerful tone is required on the silver (bass) strings particularly for a 
single bass note. Also for imitating horns or bugles, on the gut (treble) strings.”

Example B - Near the bridge (ponticello): “Hard, crisp tone is produced at this part. For forte and double forte.”

Example C - Halfway between the bridge and the soundhole: “Round, full tone. For general playing.”

Example D - At the soundhole: “Mellow and harp-like tone. For Dolce or soft tone.”

Example E - At the fretboard (tasto): “For soft and delicate passage to be struck gently. For pianissimo.” 

(Note the link between tone colour and dynamics.)
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Example A Example B

Example DExample C

Example E

Practice scales and vary your hand position (and thus color and dynamic).



 

“Everyone knows that time and space are infinitely divisible. 
 
In like manner, power is also divisible ad infinitum, and consequently from a single key (string) of a good Piano 
Forte (guitar), we are able to produce, between the softest pp and the loudest ff, so very many different degrees of 
loud or soft tone, that strictly speaking, they scarcely admit of being counted... - (pg. 2)  
To procure the fingers the necessary adroitness in this point of view, the practice of the Scales in all the keys is ... 
the very best method, and the Pupil has only to play them in the following different ways.” - (pg. 3)  

1) Pianissimo  

2) Piano 

3) Mezzo Forte 

4) Forte 

5) Fortissimo  

“And this in all degrees of movement, from Tempo moderato to Prestisissimo; at first, however, without introducing 
crescendo’s or diminuendo’s.” - (Carl Czerny, Piano Forte School, Vienna 1839, pg. 3)  
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2) Dynamics

The 19th century pianist, Carl Czerny, wrote a fantastic method book for the piano called Piano Forte School (Vienna, 
1839). Volume three contains a lot of  information that can be used by any instrumentalist. Czerny was Beethoven’s 
pupil, so we can be rest assured that he was a fine musician! 

One section talks about dynamics and Czerny outlines five different degrees of  dynamics that can be applied to scales. 
When reading these quotes, please bear in mind that mid-19th century English was a little different to 21st century 
English!

“Everyone knows that time and space are infinitely divisible. 
In like manner, power is also divisible ad infitum, and consequently from a single key (string) of  a good Piano Forte 
(guitar), we are able to produce, between the softest pp and the loudest ff, so very many different degrees of  loud or soft 
tone, that strictly speaking, they scarcely admit of  being counted... - (pg. 2)

To procure the fingers the necessary adroitness in this point of  view, the practice of  the Scales in all the keys is ... the 
very best method, and the Pupil has only to play them in the following different ways.” - (pg. 3)

1) Pianissimo
2) Piano
3) Mezza voce
4) Forte
5) Fortissimo

“And this in all degrees of  movement, from Tempo moderato to Prestisissimo; at first, however, without introducing 
crescendo’s or diminuendo’s.”  - (pg. 3)



“When he (the pupil) has all these degrees of tone within his power, the same scales must be practiced again, 
introducing the gradually swelling and diminishing of the tone, by commencing with the softest pp or p, and 
gradually increasing the power as we ascend to the highest note, from which in descending the passage must 
gradually decrease in tone, till we return back to the first ‘piano’.” Czerny ibid 

1) From pp to mezza voce (mf), and back again in a similar manner 

2) From pp to Forte and back again 

3) From pp tp Fortissimo and back again 

4) From p or mf to Forte or Fortissimo 
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“When he (the pupil) has all these degrees of  tone within his power, the same scales must be practiced again, 
introducing the gradually swelling and diminishing of  the tone, by commencing with the softest pp or p, and gradually 
increasing the power as we ascend to the highest note, from which in descending the passage must gradually decrease in 
tone, till we return back to the first ‘piano’.” - (pg. 3)

1) From pp to mezza voce (mf), and back again in a similar manner
2) From pp to Forte and back again
3) From pp to Fortissimo and back again
4) From p or mezza voce (mf) at the outset to Forte or Fortissimo

1)

2)

3)

4)

Practice scales and vary the dynamics as outlined.



Task 1

Record one video and: 
1. Play one scale and apply the principles that 
you're weakest at.  

2. Think of ways that these principles apply to 
the pieces you're playing. Give examples and a 
demonstration in your video.
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scales in major and minor keys

“Use the same right hand fingerings as the C Major and A Minor scales for the remaining keys”

By J.K. Mertz 
(Edited and Formatted by Daniel Nistico)

Standard Fingerings
i         m      i       m
i          a       i       a
m        a       m     a
and reverse all

Non-standard Fingerings
p        i       p      i
p        m     p      m
p        a      p       a
p        c       p      c

i         c        i       c
m       c        m     c
a        c         a      c
and reverse all

or use

Right Hand

Left Hand

Cadence

Cadence

A Minor

C Major
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G Major

Cadence

Cadence

E Minor
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Cadence

D Major

B Minor

Cadence
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A Major

Cadence

F# Minor

Cadence
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E Major

Cadence

C# Minor

Cadence
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F Major

Cadence

D Minor

Cadence
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Bb Major

Cadence

G Minor

Cadence
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Eb Major

Cadence

C Minor

Cadence
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Ab Major

Cadence

F Minor

Cadence


